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Abstract

Introduction. This research investigates paratextual acknowledgements in published codices in order to study how relationships inform the information-seeking habits of authors, an understudied group in library and information science.

Method. A purposive sample consisting of the books from the 2010 nominations list of the Canadian Governor General's Literary Awards was chosen. An in-hand examination of the books was performed to identify the acknowledgement paratext. The sum of these paratextual parts formed the dataset.

Analysis. A qualitative content analysis of the acknowledgement paratext was performed. Throughout this inductive analysis, memos were used to record the creation and refinement of categories, as well as the emerging results.

Results. The research reveals that authors rely on people as information resources as well as for moral and emotional support. Sources include personal allies, communities, and publishing staff. Libraries and informational professionals are generally absent from the acknowledgement paratext.

Conclusion. Authors seek and find support in their local or personal circles and in global or distant horizons. An information model, based on Robert Darnton's communication circuit, is proposed. Information practitioners may be able to build on cues from the acknowledged relationships in order to tailor services to this group of users.

Introduction

Commentary and intertextual inclusions have been around for much longer than hyperlinks. In fact, even in its most traditional form, the printed book is generally the container of many more utterances than those which constitute the text proper. As French theorist Gérard Genette (1997, p. 1) pointed out, texts reach the reader along with a 'certain number of verbal or other productions, such as author's name, a title, a preface, illustrations'. The book also generally includes a cover and other elements designed to inform (but also entice) the reader; these elements are designed and added in the hopes that the book will be acquired, read, understood, and appreciated, even recommended. These wrappings of the main narrative, or text proper, form the paratext: a means of stepping into the text. Paratextual elements were compared by Genette to
In the printed book format, the paratext is divided into two distinct categories, made clear in Genette's (1997, p. 5) formula: ‘paratext = peritext + epitext’. The peritext consists of the elements that fall outside of the text proper but are included within the codex (the book-as-object): front and back matter, illustrations, introductions, prefaces, notes, tables of content, blurbs, dedications, etc. The epitext, on the other hand, is composed of utterances surrounding the text but created and made public outside of the book: reviews, marketing inclusions in media, interviews, etc.

This research forms phase two of a project investigating the information and meaning communicated through the paratext of a set of codices. The project used a sample consisting of the 2010 Governor General's Literary Awards list of nominated and award-winning codices, in all categories and in both official languages of Canada (Canada Council for the Arts n.d.). This paper therefore builds on a previous analysis of the sample studied here (Pecoskie and Desrochers, 2013). Findings from the first phase focused on the peritext for its role as a record of information conveyed by authors and publishers contained within the book-as-object. It situated the book as a portal, a point of access leading to information on the creators' information-sharing habits.

The first phase analysed the peritext of the sample as a complete dataset. While it was not its main focus, this initial analysis revealed a strong penchant for the mention of people, in part due to the established convention of acknowledging help or support received. This emerging theme was therefore explored through a second phase of qualitative analysis, using only the acknowledgment peritext as the dataset. ‘Acknowledgments’, in the paratextual context as well as in the context of this study, are understood to be comprised not only of sections bearing that title, but of any form of peritext which includes a statement of thanks, the recognition of a debt, or an expression of gratitude. This outlook accounts for differences in practices and amongst cultures, as identified by Genette himself (1997, p. 212).

In this second phase, the analysis focused on the three aspects of the acknowledgement peritext which offered a direct link to the research questions: people as sources in the writing process, the grouping of these people into categories based on their contributions, and the mention, if any, of information professionals. Findings from this second phase show that support and personal connections frequently outweigh professional services or the provision of services aimed at generating specific results, at least in terms of the value given in acknowledgments. This movement results not only in the reshaping of information-sharing habits, but in an intricate array of relationships (personal and professional, intimate and public) that shape the solitary act of writing into the more communal act of cultural production. These relationships create a continuum between the inner circle of the author (the local sphere) and encounters with the public (or global) sphere. The notably sporadic and vague mentions of information professionals as key providers of support is an opportunity to consider where in this local-global continuum information professionals may find more pertinent ways to intervene. A theoretical framework based on the works of Genette and book historian Robert Darnton help inform the findings by providing the tools with which to question the people-related information-seeking trends found within the acknowledgment paratext. An information model, based on Darnton's communication circuit (1982, p. 68) is proposed.

**Literature review**

**The study of the paratext**

The rich framework offered by Genette's paratext theory has brought it from its original field, literary studies, to applications in many other disciplines. Pecoskie and Desrochers (2013) offer a literature review of the use of the paratext in research in library and information science, further pointing to its use in the study of books and print culture (Mak, 2011), at times in very culturally specific contexts (Fisher, 2011), and to its export to media studies (Gray, 2010). It is now being used to study e-readers as well as the e-reading experience (McCracken, 2013).

Specific types of peritext have also been studied. Fiction book covers have been examined for the messages they transmit to readers, publishers, and marketers (Matthews and Moody, 2007). Cronin and La Barre (2005) focused on blurbing (using advance praise statement) in non-fiction. O'Connor and O'Connor (1998) positioned the book jacket as a user-centred access mechanism, creating a direct link between the peritext and library services.

Cultural conventions surrounding the giving of thanks through the acknowledgement peritext were analysed by Cronin (1995) in *The scholar's courtesy*. Cronin, along with various collaborators, reiterated the cultural significance of these utterances in subsequent studies (Cronin, Shaw and La Barre 2003; Cronin et al., 2004; Cronin, 2005; Cronin and Franks, 2006). These studies converge in establishing that these utterances act not only as statements of debt or gratitude, but also as
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a testimony to academic conventions and accolades, thereby offering insight into how members of this community form ties and relationships through the culturally ratified research and publication processes.

Salager-Meyer et al. (2011) analysed the use of acknowledgements in medical articles published in five countries over an extended time period, from 1950 to 2010. They found that acknowledgement practices differ depending on language and geographic location, over time, and between academic genres. Funding acknowledgements seen in academic databases have also been the focus of research (Costas and van Leeuwen, 2011; Wang and Shapira, 2011).

Another direct link between the paratextual theory regarding acknowledgements and library and information services was made by Laurie Scrivener (2009), who argued that library and archival practices could be enhanced by the study of dissertation acknowledgements.

**Persons as sources in the field of cultural production**

Though it has yielded somewhat of a divide, the field of information studies has been studying the information behaviour and practices of scholars and scientists since the early 1960s. As noted above a strong emphasis on academia persists (Fisher and Julien, 2009; Julien, Pecoskie and Reed, 2011). The writing world is, of course, much broader than the academy and some scholars have called for a research corpus on the complex connections between the creative process and information behaviour (Hemmig, 2008; Case, 2007; Paling, 2006; Russell, 1995).

Fiction authors, interestingly, have been given sparse attention in library and information science while many studies have examined the information sources of other creative groups, such as art researchers (Layne, 1994), university artists and teachers (Van Zijl and Gericke, 2001; Reed and Tanner, 2001), and student artists (Frank, 1999). Marini (2007) offered a librarians' and archivists' view of the practices of theatre professionals, while Davies and McKenzie (2004) showed how the theatrical prompt book acts as an information output. Davies (2007) analysed practices linked to reading, classifying, inscribing, gathering, representing, remembering, and standardizing among a group of theatre artists.

Where authors are concerned, Paling's work (2006, 2008, 2009, Paling and Martin, 2011) is a notable exception. Using a framework based on the Bourdieusian concept of consecration, it presents a strong focus on literary authors' use of social informatics and information technologies, echoing a study by Svensson (1991) on writers' use of word processors. Paling (2011) also surveyed members of the American literary community on their means of discovering new works of literature, in libraries or elsewhere, in order to determine which metadata they might find most useful. Shannon Russell's (1995) exploratory study remains the most specific source on the information habits of fiction authors, as it offers some insight into the typology of sources they use as well as their relationship with library services; people as experts sources and writers' organizations are briefly mentioned.

The importance of persons as sources emerges in other research. Cobbledick (1996) studied the information needs of practicing visual artists and found that the information used originated from a variety of sources, including non-art-related sources, library browsing, print sources and interpersonal contact. Cowan's 2004 study of a visual artist's inspirational sources found that these included the natural environment and the work itself, but also relationships and self-inquiry. Mason and Robinson (2011) explored the information habits of emerging artists and found that the sources used included the Internet at large as well as social networks. Medaille's 2010 study of theatre artists demonstrated that they rely heavily on traditional print sources, interpersonal networks and professional connections.

**Theoretical framework**

**Paratextuality as communication**

Communication theorist James Carey (2009, p. 20), in discussing cultural formation and collective understanding, spoke of the power of messages when he wrote, 'reality is brought into existence, is produced, by communication - by, in short, the construction, apprehension, and utilization of symbolic forms'. Using Genette as a point of reference, we can see that the paratext exists in a 'situation of communication', between the author (or representative, or collaborator, or commentator) and the reader (Genette, 1997, p. 8), which guides some of its characteristics. One of these is for the message conveyed to have what Genette describes as an ‘illocutionary force’; this strong semantic image posits that the paratext can, indeed should, impact the reader (p. 8). This impact can only happen if both parties understand and accept the aforementioned ‘situation of communication’. This explains why acknowledgment practices within the paratext vary from culture to culture, following trends in labeling and placement identified by Genette himself (p. 212).

This theoretical framework shows that acknowledgements can bring to light the reality they help to shape and to expose: personal and contextual practices and trends, as well as relationships (within the publishing world, with libraries, with the
readership, etc.). They can also be understood as information, since they can alter their reader's context or reality (Case, 2007, 2012).

**Paratextuality as a potential path to metatheory**

The field of information-seeking studies is bound by two main concepts, information behaviour and information practices. Although both focus on how people ‘deal with information’ (Savolainen, 2007, p. 126), there is a discursive and theoretical divide between them. Savolainen (2007) posits that the information behaviour approach focuses on the cognitive stance while information practice is based in social constructionism; yet Wilson (in ‘The behaviour/practice debate’, 2009) notes that human behaviour is, in fact, ‘composed of cognitive, physical and social activities’. Case adopts the term ‘information behavior’; yet he also speaks of a ‘theoretical sprawl’ (2012, p. 196, 372) in information behaviour research and positions ‘information practices’ as a synonym, albeit with ‘some differences’ to ‘information behavior’, adding that it is more readily used in European and Canadian settings (2012, p. 5).

Savolainen (2007) suggests the potentially beneficial use of metatheoretical perspectives in order to bridge the behaviour and practice divide when conducting research. Bates (2005, p. 2) defines metatheory as ‘the philosophy behind the theory, the fundamental set of ideas about how phenomena of interest in a particular field should be thought about and researched’. While paratextual theory cannot claim metatheoretical status, since it is not ‘theory about theory’ (Case, 2012, p. 164), it certainly exists at a convergence point between individual expression and socially-constructed constraints. Pierre Bourdieu (1996) exposed this tug-of-war in *The rules of art* by illustrating how the author, can use writing to achieve emancipation from societal rule whilst espousing the rules of the literary field in order to achieve success. The acknowledgement paratext reflects this dual position, by placing very personal, intimate messages adjacentely to the socially-expected, even obligatory, show of thanks.

Therefore, using the acknowledgement peritext (and perhaps other parts of the paratext) as a lens for the study of information-seeking habits may be relevant to both the information behaviour and information practices approaches. On the one hand, acknowledgements bear witness to information behaviour, since they contain traces or records linked to the ways contributors seek and interact with information in relation to queries that are ‘seen to be triggered by needs and motives’ (Savolainen, 2007, p. 126); on the other hand, these paratextual utterances reveal information practices, as they bear witness to the ways information activities are ‘affected and shaped by social and cultural factors’ (p. 126).

This paper seeks neither to resolve the theoretical divide nor to dismiss the importance of the debate. It simply seeks to explore one potential avenue for a discussion between what Savolainen (2007) calls the two ‘umbrella concepts'. The authors therefore use either *behaviour* or *practices* or both, while weighing each use; in other instances, syntagms formed of such terms as *information-seeking* or *information-sharing* and *habits or trends* are suggested as pertaining to the findings from the dataset and any new theory emerging from it.

**Robert Darnton's communications circuit**

Darnton (2009) asserts the importance of the physical book-as-object, even in this digital age. In his earlier work (1982 p. 67), he proposed a ‘general model for analyzing the way books come into being and spread through society’. This model includes the wider system of the production process, a ‘communications circuit’ (Darnton, 1982, p. 68) that can also be described as an articulation of the cultural field of writing, publishing, and reception as related to Bourdieu's (1996) analysis of the literary field. The circuit follows the full cycle from authors to readers and back again and includes publisher, printers, suppliers, shippers, and booksellers, among other players. The author, in this model, begins the circuit and the reader completes it; this final relationship comes with the added mention that, as Darnton puts it, *Authors are readers themselves* (1982, p. 67).

Expertise, in the circuit, exists as intellectual influence which pervades the whole sphere. The infrastructure supporting book production is presented from a historical perspective within the context of its intrinsic relation with ‘other systems, economic, social, political, and cultural, in the surrounding environment' (Darnton, 1982, p. 67). These systems and the environment that hosts, creates and hones them, influence all actors in the model. Although Darnton's circuit was not intended to be read with a top-down approach, and should instead be seen as a holistic model, according to the author's intention, it is revealing that the beginning and top of the model involves the contributors (author and publisher), therefore placing all others in the literary field as subordinate to these actors. Furthermore, the ‘readers' category, while it connects back to the author, does so through a dotted line, while other relationships are expressed through solid lines; this dotted line thereby seems to mark a somewhat weaker relationship.

The potential for slight twists in the holistic presentation is especially interesting when looking at the placement of libraries in the model. The same ‘readers' category includes the sub-categories of purchasers, borrowers, clubs, and, lastly, libraries. It
can therefore be said that within Darnton's circuit, libraries, though not ignored, are presented as agents of somewhat lesser significance, holding little influence within the literary field, and are hence given limited focus. This, along with the reader-author relationship, will be of particular interest given the findings reported here.

Method

As noted above, this paper builds upon a previous examination of a purposive sample, consisting of the 2010 nominations list of the prestigious, peer-bestowed Canadian Governor General's Literary Awards (Pecoskie and Desrochers, 2013). These awards are given to creators (authors, illustrators, translators) of books in seven categories: fiction, literary non-fiction, poetry, drama, children's literature (text), children's literature (illustration), and translation (Canada Council for the Arts n.d.). Since Canada has two official languages, the process is the same for each language, making the sample bilingual: thirty-five titles in English and thirty-four titles in French, for a total of sixty-nine books (Turcotte was nominated in two categories, bringing the total down from the usual seventy books. See Appendix 1 for a list of the books). All the books were accessed through national, research, or public libraries. The French content of interest to the research was translated by one of the researchers who is a professional, published, and produced translator of drama.

In this second phase, the researchers examined acknowledgement peritext. They analysed the following paratextual elements in order to identify all acknowledgement-related inclusions: covers, and front and back matter (e.g., title page, title page verso, dedications, acknowledgements, genesis statements, epigraphs, introductions, notes, and references). The text proper was excluded from the dataset.

A qualitative content analysis of the acknowledgement peritext was conducted through an in-hand examination of the books. This naturalistic method (White and Marsh, 2006) uses inductive analysis that allows the codes to emerge from the dataset. The analysis was directed in its approach, since it was both guided by the first phase's findings and used refined, pre-existing research questions (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). The inductive coding was also compared to a listing of types of help given to authors found within Genette's work (1997). However, the labels provided by Genette were not used, either because they did not match the data or because the terms were dated. This still allowed for further scrutinizing of the data and the fine-tuning of the codes. No initial hypothesis was proposed and the research questions were:

1. What can the acknowledgement peritext reveal of people as information sources in the writing process?
2. Can the people identified as information sources in the acknowledgement peritext be categorized, and if so, how?
3. In what ways are information professionals mentioned in the acknowledgement peritext?

In should be noted that this is not a quantitative study and that, for example, the categories which are referred to in the second question were not established by type or profession, but rather in terms of their existing or developing relationship to the author. The constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss 1967) permitted the codes to be established and refined in a coding manual as the analysis advanced, with memos used to maintain consistency. Both researchers engaged with the data over long periods and through repeated readings; coding categories were often revisited and revised, giving credibility to the final codes (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).

The findings are presented through quotations and examples, an established reporting style in qualitative studies (Krippendorff, 2004, 2013). Thick, or detailed, description is further used in order to provide context for the reader (Geertz, 1973; Patton, 2002).

Finally, although Darnton's (1982) model was used as a point of reference, the relationships examined here were assessed from an information-sharing perspective. The proposed model, while inspired by the relationships highlighted by Darnton, is not meant as a reflection of the current book industry, but rather as a visualization of the flow of information exchanges.

Findings

From the dataset, it is clear that authors make use of a variety of persons as information sources and experts. Through study and analysis of the data, a local-to-global continuum emerges; the term continuum is understood here as a continuous and, in varying degrees, seamless motion or shift between the local and global spheres. Indeed, the writing process seems to render permeable the boundaries between the intimate, or local, realm of the author and the public, or global, field of creation. The flux works in both directions, as the inner circle is revealed to the public and previously unknown influences become embedded in the authors' personal and creative circles through the outreach for information or support. Together, these motions shed light on the development of local and global relationships pertaining to personal writing practices, which then fall, in the scope of this study, into four categories: personal allies, communities, publishing staff, and librarians and information professionals.
**Personal allies**

Individuals are often named in the acknowledgments from the sample, as one might expect. These individuals are thanked for a variety of reasons which are outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Title (short form)/Language, GG Category</th>
<th>Individuals offering a skill or knowledge</th>
<th>Individuals as sources of inspiration</th>
<th>Individuals as sources of support</th>
<th>Individuals sharing an experience</th>
<th>Individuals as early readers</th>
<th>Individuals thanked for reasons undefined or cryptic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, <em>Marriage</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birdsell, <em>Waiting</em>/English, fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blais, <em>Mai</em>/French, fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, <em>Boy</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey, <em>Lakeland</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connelly, <em>Burmese</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denman, <em>Me</em>/English, children's text</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desjardins, <em>Maleficium</em>/French, fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donoghue, <em>Room</em>/English, fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, <em>Just</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairfield, <em>Tyranny</em>/English, children's text</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flett, <em>Michif</em>/English, children's ill.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortier, <em>Proper</em>/French to English transl.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, <em>Boxing</em>/English, poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haché, <em>Trafiquée</em>/French, drama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healey, <em>Courageous</em>/English, drama</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath, <em>Sale</em>/English to French transl.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lavoie, *Seigneurie*/French, non-fiction  
McAndrew, *Majorités*/French, non-fiction  
McMurchy-Barber, *Free*/English, children's text  
Noël, *Nishka*/French, children's text  
Phillips, *Fishtailing*/English, children's text  
Pool, *Exploding*/English, poetry  
Rainfield, *Scars*/English, children's text  
Robitaille, *Chenil*/French, children's text  
Siebert, *Deepwater*/English, poetry  
Taylor, *Motorcycles*/English, fiction  
Thompson, *Such*/English, drama  
Toews, *Troutman*/English to French transl.  
Tremblay, *Blue*/French to English transl.  
Tremblay, *Dernier*/French, children's text  
Turcotte, *Rose*/French, children's ill. and text  
Warren, *Cool*/English, fiction  
Winter, *Annabel*/English, fiction  
Yee, *Lady*/English, drama

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type of Acknowledgement</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lavoie</td>
<td>Seigneurie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAndrew</td>
<td>Majorités</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurchy-Barber</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noël</td>
<td>Nishka</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>Fishtailing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>Exploding</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfield</td>
<td>Scars</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robitaille</td>
<td>Chenil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siebert</td>
<td>Deepwater</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor</td>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson</td>
<td>Such</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toews</td>
<td>Troutman</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremblay</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremblay</td>
<td>Dernier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Annabel</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee</td>
<td>Lady</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of titles featuring this type of acknowledgement:** 25 11 22 9 9 12

The data show that the individuals thanked may offer precise, time-specific help in the form of a skill or knowledge; they may also act as informants by offering testimony to their own experience or as readers of early versions of the work. A few people are thanked in poetic or cryptic ways, making it difficult to pinpoint their exact contribution, which does not in any way make it any less valuable. Along the same lines, individuals are often thanked for providing inspiration and support for
the writing process, revealing that information needs and emotional needs are often intertwined, and celebrating the strength of the relationships, pre-existing or newly formed.

**Known personal allies**

Sources of support are often identified as individuals who offered guidance perceived by the author as essential to the process of writing. These include family and friends, with this common wording being, in fact, used *verbatim* by Allan Case (2009, p. xi), who writes, *'Without the advice and support of family and friends, I could not have finished this task'.* Poet Melanie Siebert (2010) speaks of another type of relationship, the teaching relationship, as one that both brings information to the process and supports this process through guidance. She uses acknowledgments to create a link between the personal nature of these relationships and the professional or creative support they can bring. The known persons she names include three poets, Tim Lilburn, Lorna Crozier, and Patrick Lane; in her acknowledgement paratext she classifies them as *'wise teachers, steady guides, always' (Siebert, 2010, p. 87).* Through this characterization, Siebert offers a dual statement: first, the known and close individuals provide professional guidance through the teaching of a craft in which they hold expertise; second, the privileged nature of this relationship has effects in the more intimate realms of support and motivation. This is realized through faith in the student and embodied in the work itself, a work which can pay tribute to the relationship in an explicit way through the paratext.

Other types of expertise, found in an author's inner circle, can be noted. Emma Donoghue (2010, p. 323) acknowledges her *'brother-in-law Jeff Miles for his unnervingly insightful advice on the practicalities of Room'.* Room is a work of fiction whose themes include the bond between mother and child, but also the construction of confined spaces, human imprisonment, as well as anxiety and post-traumatic stress.

Some authors focus their acknowledgements on the inspirational help they received from various persons as direct contributions to the genesis of the work. Cheryl Rainfield's work *Scars* is about a gay teen survivor of sexual abuse who uses self-harm to cope with the trauma. Rainfield (2010, p. 247) writes about one named individual, *'who is like the kind, nurturing mom I never had and who is the most loving person I know... I couldn't have written some of the caring characters and interactions in this book without having known you first'.* Turcotte and Sylvestre (2009), whose children's book earned them a dual win in the text and illustrations categories, thanked one individual for inspiration and specific contributions through a highly original spiral design. Alain Ulysse Tremblay discusses his father, a painter whose work he observed and emulated before turning to writing. Of his father as a source of inspiration, he says, *'I came to painting through the eyes of my father. And when I write instead of paint, colours emerge from the words. I owe a lot to this father, against whom, however, I so bitterly fought during my adolescence' (researchers' translation of *'Et quand j'écris au lieu de peindre, ce sont des couleurs qui surgissent des mots. Je dois beaucoup à ce père contre qui, pourtant, j'ai si âprement lutté durant mon adolescence'; Tremblay, 2009, p. 160).*

Tremblay's testimony shows just how complex or even tumultuous the ally relationship can be; it also shows how this complexity may, in turn, become part of the creative process, albeit with some critical distance. This emotional issue notwithstanding, close family members can be part of an inner circle that offers more to the authors than base support, and they are often perceived as key influences in the actual formation of the creative idea or the final product, or both.

**Personal allies met through the research process**

While the peritext reveals that authors readily acknowledge those individuals closest to them as aiding their writing practice, it further reveals that authors often look outside of their intimate inner circle for information sources. For example, many authors acknowledged personal informants for sharing their first-hand, lived experiences through story and memories, positioning them as key information sources in the production of the work. K.L. Denman (2009, p. n.p.) acknowledges a *'wonderful young man and his mother who were willing to speak to [her] about their experiences with psychosis'.* In a similar way, the background research done by John English for his biography of now-deceased politician and former Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau (*Just watch me: the life of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, 1968-2000*) is based in facts, but also in human memory through the individuals who chose to share their remembrances as the author researched his subject. English (2009, p. 749) notes that his informants included the Trudeau family and *'Many friends, colleagues, and associates... My sources for this book are, therefore, often personal memory and impressions, formed long ago but mediated by time and historical interpretation'.* English's acknowledgments are revealing in that they recognize the importance of information derived from the first-hand experiences of newfound allies to his research, yet they also reflect on the effects of memory on the reconstruction of the story and testify to the limitations inherent to these encounters.

Expertise emerges as a recurring theme as authors speak of their process-related encounters. There are multiple mentions of technical skills, including computer or software help, such as help with software and applications, whether Word (Rainfield, 2010) or Photoshop (Fairfield, 2009). Michel Lavoie (2010) acknowledges a geographer who drew maps for the work. The
role of the translator is also acknowledged in the paratext, as Lavoie (2010 p. 499) names and thanks a translator who 
'succeeded in making the original English citations clear and was faithful to them' (researchers' translation of the original 
French, ‘qui a très bien rendu l'esprit et la lettre des citations originales anglaises’). The acknowledgement utterances in 
Burmese lessons: a love story (Connelly, 2009) and A history of marriage (Abbott, 2010) include thanks for translation 
expertise in the research and writing of the manuscript. Further to this theme, but with a slightly more artistic slant, 
Dominique Fortier (2010, p. 267), author of On the proper use of stars, thanks the translator ‘who agreed to lend her talent 
to the task’ of translating the work from French to English.

It should be noted that in certain cases, the translation process permits the addition of the translator's thanks to those of the 
author. Translators Lazer Lederhendler of The breakwater house (Quiviger, 2010) and Linda Gaboriau of Forests 
(Mouawad, 2009) offer their respective acknowledgements to individuals for support. This can even create an interesting 
flow back to the author: Gaboriau, for instance, thanks author Mouawad for ‘entrusting me with this adventure’.

People with specific knowledge were cited for providing content that supported the authors' exploration of the subject matter or its expression in the work. Some of these citations do not articulate the specific role of the informants, but discuss instead 
the contribution itself. For example, in the English-to-French translated work, Sale argent: petit traité d'économie à 
l'intention des détracteurs du capitalisme (Heath, 2009; translated by Saint-Martin and Gagné), the author names two people 
who provided specific semantic contributions in the form of two separate analogies that guided the work; however, he does 
not offer information on what credentials these people held or in what capacity they acted. This omission notwithstanding, 
many other informants' names are present in the paratext of various codices, along with their role and professional 
designations (or a clear label which places them as experts in specific fields). For example, Elizabeth Abbott (2010), in the 
English non-fiction title A history of marriage, acknowledges a historian who provided her with supplementary sources for 
use in the work.

Whether known or met through the actions and informational process of the authors, the acknowledgements show that 
individuals are being perceived as essential allies, acting as sources for helping with the writing practice of authors, often in 
terms of providing specific information or inspiration. Those who are known intimately by the author then become known to 
the public through published acknowledgement within the paratext; they go from the local to the global sphere. Those who 
are met through the creative labour process travel both ways: while they enter the local sphere as a result of the information-
seeking process, they also rejoin the global sphere through the inscription and acknowledgment of their contributions in the 
subsequent publication process.

Communities

Within the acknowledgement paratext, there is evidence of interactions with communities. Like individuals, communities 
provide information for the authors, support for their writing practice, or both (see Table 2). While the publishing staff may 
also count as a form of community, it is treated separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Category</th>
<th>Communities of experts sharing an experience</th>
<th>Communities as sources of inspiration (NB: XX indicates the reading public)</th>
<th>Communities as sources of support</th>
<th>Communities as readers of early versions (NB: XX indicates writing group)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, Marriage/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Boy/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey, Lakeland/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connelly, Burmese/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, Just/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Acknowledgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairfield</td>
<td>Tyranny</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flett</td>
<td>Michif</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>children's ill.</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene</td>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>poetry</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruda</td>
<td>Onze</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haché</td>
<td>Trafiqüée</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>drama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc Andrew</td>
<td>Majorités</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurchy-Barber</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouawad</td>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>French to English transl.</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepveu</td>
<td>Verbes</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>poetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noël</td>
<td>Nishka</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>Fishtailing</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfield</td>
<td>Scars</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivard</td>
<td>Idée</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>non-fiction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robitaille</td>
<td>Chenil</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>children's text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siebert</td>
<td>Deepwater</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>poetry</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toews</td>
<td>Troutman</td>
<td>English to French transl.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremblay</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>French to English transl.</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Annabel</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>fiction</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee</td>
<td>Lady</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>drama</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of titles featuring this type of acknowledgement**

| 5 | 7 | 9 | 4 | 5 |
Existing communities

Just as Table 1 shows that the acknowledgement paratext testifies to the contribution of helpful feedback by readers of the manuscript, Table 2 reveals the specific importance, for certain authors, of established collectives and writing groups. These groups create an environment that aids the craft and can offer the impression of writing in parallel with others. Kathleen Winter (2010, p. 463), in the acknowledgements of Annabel, thanks the writing group ‘enginistas’ and clearly names four women. Cheryl Rainfield (2010), author of Scars, discusses her connections to multiple critique groups whose membership includes other authors; she specifically alludes to one online e-group of young adult writers. She thanks the various members of these groups for ‘giving me good feedback’ and ‘for reading multiple drafts over the years’ (Rainfield, 2010, p. 248). Elizabeth Abbott (2010, p. xii) offers thanks to a manuscript focus group by saying, ‘you are great readers and talkers, and I learned so much from each of you’.

The drama genre offers a particular angle in this regard. Indeed, given the dual nature of the genre (as a textual work, suitable for reading, and as a canvas for an eventual performance), multiple titles provide general acknowledgement and credits of the original stage production, which often precedes the published version. However, of the ten titles in the drama category, only one clearly offers thanks to the people who worked on the original stage production for help in bringing the work to the book format. In his acknowledgement paratext, playwright David Yee (2010) mentions his creative team ‘whose creativity and generosity were instrumental to the play’s final evolution’. Interestingly, he also writes, ‘I loathe sentiment, but I do owe a tremendous debt to the people who championed this play. They were, in the end, louder than those who tried to shout it down’. While it is impossible to establish whether all participants in the production were already part of the author’s professional circle at the time of creation, his two-fold acknowledgement of their role clearly indicates the importance of the theatre community that supported him.

Such statements document the evidence of fully formed or structural networks and reflect the specific type of support provided to authors by communities that they both helped to build and towards which they feel a sense of belonging. Here, the authors are participating members of the group and intrinsic elements of these established communities.

Communities encountered or formed

An author’s readership is also, of course, a community. Two authors used paratextual acknowledgements to thank the wider reading public and to document the relationship they have (or had) with previously unknown individual readers, and the way it may have influenced the writing process. Kathleen Winter (2010 p. 463) provides the only instance of a straightforward yet general expression of gratitude towards the reading public with her statement, ‘And thank you, dear reader’. This statement illustrates an ethic of care for those readers who will consume the text (and peritext, in which they will see themselves being addressed directly), all the while contributing to the livelihood and success of the author. More pointedly, Michel Noël discusses the importance of the reader as provider of information and direct influence on his writing practice. He indicates that the genesis of his novel Nishka stemmed from his encounters with previously unknown readers, who provided the impetus for this sequel to a previous work. He documents how, after the publication of his previous book, readers contacted him with so many questions about and concerns over the characters that he decided to provide them with answers. He writes, ‘I therefore wrote Nishka. I now realize that their [the characters’] life is dense and that there is still a lot to say about them!’ (researchers’ translation of ‘J’ai donc écrit Nishka. Et je prends aujourd’hui conscience que leur vie est dense et qu’il y a encore beaucoup à raconter à leur sujet!’; Noël, 2009, p. 9).

Authors described other types of communities, such as those they encountered as part of their writing practice but in which they did not thoroughly integrate themselves. Allan Casey travelled across Canada as part of his research for Lakeland and speaks of the sources he met as a group, a unit, voices meshed into one information source: ‘As to sources, I am indebted to many sources of people, not all of whom I can thank by name. Often the briefest casual encounters yielded valuable information. My deepest thanks go to all those people who shared their knowledge and passion for their lake’ (Casey, 2009, p. x; emphasis in original). These individuals therefore make up a community of knowledge, and the author acknowledges both this group of likeminded people and their stories as essential to the development of his award-winning non-fiction work. Similarly, Karen Connelly, author of the English language non-fiction title, Burmese lessons: a love story, encountered groups who acted as information sources for her work based on the lives of people who struggle on the Thai-Burmese border. She writes, ‘I am grateful to everyone, without exception, who appears in these pages, but I am especially grateful to Burmese friends, colleagues and strangers who told me their stories and sometimes made me promise to publish them’ (Connelly, 2009, p. 464). After sharing their discussions, memory, and narratives, geographically distant groups who had ties to the political situation in Burma became local to Connelly through her own understanding of these essential sources and their plight. The fact that these sources are documented in the paratext is significant because it shows that inspiration or genesis sources become information sources through the research and writing processes. The authors weave these experiences and interactions together with other people’s perceptions and input, folding the information they glean from them into their own creative labour.
In the memoir *The boy in the moon*, author Ian Brown writes about life with his son Walker, who, at the age of thirteen, had the mental capabilities of a three-year-old. Brown (2009, p. 291) acknowledges that, throughout his journey and writing process, he used experts ‘to explain the complications and implications of Walker’s condition’. These expert information resources included medical doctors and nurses, youth service workers, teachers, and a representative from L’Arche Canada, an organization for those with developmental disabilities. Together, they form a group, a community of expertise and support. Similarly, Julie Flett (2010), author and illustrator of *Owls see clearly at night: a Michif alphabet*, written in English and Michif (a mixed Cree-French language of the Canadian Métis) acknowledges contributions from language and linguistics experts by noting their role in the Métis community or in established places of higher education: Native Elder Grace (Ledoux) Zoldy, Métis language activist Heather Souter, MA in Michif Language and Linguistics (University of Lethbridge), and Dr. Nicole Rosen, Assistant Professor in the Department of Modern Languages, University of Lethbridge. Placing these types of detailed credentials in the acknowledgement utterances reassures the reader that the translations within the book have been evaluated and verified as authentic, complete, and suitable for use. These paratextual utterances inform the reader about the information or expertise provided and indicates why these people were suitable informants; furthermore, presented together, they form a community of knowledge, giving the author's work a well-rounded, validated credibility.

In fact, the acknowledgement process in itself creates communities, as writers bring together the people who supported their work in various ways. For example, in *The proper use of stars*, the author writes of three early readers of the manuscript and how ‘their comments helped improve it considerably’ (Fortier, 2010, p. 267). This is a different type of information strategy, one that integrates a perceived expert or at the very least a valued opinion into the text being written. The fact that the readers are perceived as a group is telling: the comments, as information on the status and quality of the text, are at the core of the interaction and weave the three readers into a community. Emma Donoghue (2010) identified early readers as her partner and her agent; placing these two readers together show that an author's support community can be made up of widely differing individuals, and that the nature of their connection to the author can vary broadly.

Interestingly, two types of groupings were found (see Table 3). Individuals may be listed without any clue as to why they are featured together, other than through a general sense of gratitude. More frequently, individuals are assembled in groups, or even subgroups, which clearly show that it is their shared contribution that answered one of the author's specific needs, whether informational or emotional. Martine Desjardins (2009) offers a prototypical example in the paratext of the work of fiction *Maleficium*. Her acknowledgements are divided in seven sections, ending with thanks for a fox-terrier and one named individual, each meriting their own sentence. The first five sections, however, introduce named individuals by category: editor and publishing staff, first readers, the team from the magazine *L'actualité*, people who enquired about the progress of the book, and a group formed of one person who provided a photograph ‘among other things’ (researchers' translation of ‘entre autres pour la photo’) along with the author's sisters and parents. These categories are labelled and followed by the list of names which comprises them. Such lists thereby form subgroups within the author's overarching community of knowledge-sharing and support. This practice, found in quite a few titles, adds to the types of communities thanked in the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Title (short form)/Language, GG Category</th>
<th>Communities as list of individuals thanked without details</th>
<th>Communities as lists of individuals thanked for similar contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, <em>Marriage</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, <em>Boy</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey, <em>Lakeland</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connelly, <em>Burmese</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desjardins, <em>Maleficium</em>/French, fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donoghue, <em>Room</em>/English, fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, <em>Just</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The various types of communities present in the acknowledgement paratext negate the image of the solitary author, labouring alone. Instead, the interaction with communities, whether existing, encountered, or built from individual contributions, suggest that the solitary author seeks to break that solitude, and that exchange-driven information-seeking is truly embedded in the writing process.

**Publishing staff**

The publishing staff, key in making the book become a cultural object suitable for distribution, is featured in the data as a category in its own right, even as the dual pattern of expertise and support emerges again (see Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Title (short form)/Language, GG Category</th>
<th>As experts</th>
<th>As support</th>
<th>For reasons undefined or cryptic</th>
<th>Publishers of earlier versions or excerpts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, <em>Marriage</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, <em>Boy</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey, <em>Lakeland</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connelly, <em>Burmese</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denman, <em>Me</em>/English, children's text</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desjardins, <em>Maleficium</em>/French, fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donoghue, <em>Room</em>/English, fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, <em>Just</em>/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Books featuring acknowledgements of publishing staff
Indeed, authors frequently note the help and expertise provided by individuals from their publishing houses or their production teams. This type of acknowledgement was characteristically different because in acknowledging their publishing staff, authors tended to focus on the support provided, the contributions made to the evolution of the text proper and the efforts deployed to transform the text into a book-as-object. Ian Brown (2009) acknowledges the skill of the copyeditor and John English (2009) notes the skill and contributions of the copyeditor, proofreader, and indexer. English (2009, p. 755) also highlights the contribution of his editor whom he characterizes as ‘the best historical editor in Canada, who regularly turns dross into elegant prose and insightful observation’. In the paratext of Lakeland, Allan Casey (2009) acknowledges the editor for wrestling with the manuscript and the copy editor for bringing law and order to pages. Interestingly, few acknowledgements in the French language credit the skill of those who produce the work. In fact, only one is originally French, as the others are English-to-French translations. In the French work Maleficium, Martine Desjardins (2009, p. 187 and n.p.) thanks the team members of her publishing house, naming certain people who are identified in the publication credits as the designer (‘conception graphique’), layout artist (‘composition’), and proofreader (‘révision’). She does qualify two of these contributors as either inexhaustible (‘inépuisable’) or impeccable (‘impeccable’); that being said, her statements remain vague, especially given the fact that the named people’s responsibilities have to be pieced together with other paratextual elements in order to make sense to the reader. It is also interesting to note that five authors thank (and do not simply list) publishers of earlier versions or excerpts of the work.

It becomes evident, through the analysis of the acknowledgement peritext, that regardless of whether a personal relationship preceded the work or was born of it, there are varying degrees of emotional ties at play in the relationship between author and publisher. In fact, even the most professional of expertise is often qualified by a comment pertaining to the mood created as information was exchanged. For example, John English (2009, p. 755) speaks of his publisher, editor, and agent by saying, ‘I must confess that I came to enjoy missing a deadline because it would occasion a meeting that brought together these brilliant but kind women, who rebuked me gently, entertained me with stories, and sent me back to the manuscript with a renewed energy’. K.L. Denman (2009) notes, ‘I deeply appreciate the work of Sarah Harvey, my editor at Orca; her professional expertise, insightful commentary and cheerful approach were vital to completing this story’. Martine Desjardins
(2009, p. 187) speaks of her publishing team as a ‘formidable cercle’ (‘formidable circle’). In writing the acknowledgements with clear affective characteristics, or in characterizing members of the publishing house as a ‘circle’, authors suggest that the exchanges, though they may have been grounded in technical expertise at first, evolved into a relationship akin to the bond of family.

These people, who may have entered the writing and publication process as outsiders and through a set of information practices imposed by the literary field, become entwined not only in the labour and creative process, but also in the authors' lives and emotional worlds, thereby offering, like the previously known allies, both information and support.

**Librarians and information professionals**

Within the paratextual acknowledgements of information resources, libraries and librarians stand out, not because they were prevalent and oft-cited, but because there were only six utterances pertaining to libraries in the sixty-nine texts examined (see Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Title (short form)/Language, GG Category</th>
<th>As providers of infrastructure (NB: XX indicates writer-in-residence programs)</th>
<th>Named, along with institution, but no reason provided</th>
<th>Named, along with institution, and reason provided</th>
<th>Institution named but no individual mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connelly, Burmese/English, non-fiction</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David, Manuel/French, poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, Just/English, non-fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flett, Michif/English, children's ill.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurchy-Barber, Free/English, children's text</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter, Annabel/English, fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of titles featuring this type of acknowledgement

| 2 | 2 | 1 | 1 |

Both Gina McMurchy-Barber and Karen Connelly were involved with Writer-in-Residence programmes at libraries and acknowledge those programmes. Connelly (2009, p. 464-465) writes, ‘I finished a good portion of the manuscript while Non-Fiction Writer-in-Residence at the Toronto Reference Library, where many good people made being a writer more enjoyable and less solitary’. Connelly homes in on the idea that the author's craft is seen as a lonely process, but the inclusion of this acknowledgement clearly indicates there are ways of making this solitary endeavour less solitary by writing in a social context. This is also one of the few acknowledgements that focus on the library as an institution capable of supporting the author's craft, through both infrastructure and social ties.

The other four acknowledgements are more vague in terms of the support offered. Vancouver Public Library is cited by name in Owls see clearly at night (Flett, 2010) but with no stated reason or background information on the role it may have played. In three titles, Just watch me: the life of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, 1968-2000, Annabel, and Manuel de poétique à l'intention des jeunes filles, one individual is named in conjunction with libraries, but again, there is no clarification as to the named individuals' role, or even to their professional status. In Just watch me, English (2009, p. 754) acknowledges Libraries and Archives Canada for helping with a set of meetings and refers to the 'leadership' of Ian Wilson without clearly identifying him as the then National Archivist of Canada. In Annabel, the acknowledgements include a 'Thank you to Lynn Verge and the kind staff of Montreal's Atwater Library' (Winter, 2010, p. 463); what the reference to 'kind staff' implies is not clear, as it could describe either the staff's research and information skills, their customer service skills and welcoming attitude, or another characteristic altogether. The wording is similar in Manuel de poétique à l'intention des jeunes filles, with one named library and one named individual, but no qualifying remarks as to the nature of the support offered (David, 2010).
It is important to note that in both works that thank libraries and note staff names, the acknowledgement is presented at a
global level: while it is a public statement of thanks, it is generalized, vague; it does not reveal intimacy of any sort, nor does
it suggest that the library was central to the work and information needs of the author.

Discussion

The research questions can therefore be answered as follows:

1. What can the acknowledgement peritext reveal of people as information sources in the writing process?

   The exploration of paratextual acknowledgements found within the codices reveals that authors rely on information
   resources that are socially focused.

2. Can the people identified as information sources in the acknowledgement peritext be categorized, and if so, how?

   They can be categorized by the kind of support they provide, whether in terms of information, expertise, or skills, or in
terms of moral or emotional support. Individuals can be singled out or grouped to form communities of support,
thereby adding to the existing and encountered communities that are also identified in the sample. Publishing staff
form a specific category as co-creators of the cultural object that is the published book.

3. In what ways are information professionals mentioned in the acknowledgement peritext?

   Mentions are rare and vague. Some institutions are mentioned for providing writer-in-residence programmes.

In his acknowledgements, Drew Hayden Taylor (2010, p. 347) illustrates the importance of people and outside expertise to
the author's craft by saying, 'In many ways a novel is like a pyramid, with several people laying stones to build up the story.
The writer is merely the architect or perhaps foreman. With that in mind, there are many people to thank who have provided
this humble architect/foreman with the raw materials and expertise to construct the story you have just read'. Here, the labels
'raw materials' and 'expertise' point to the fact that contributions from people can take many forms. Taking this idea to the
realm of non-fiction, Allen Casey (2009, p. xi), author of Lakeland: journeys into the soul of Canada, writes, 'As with many
works of nonfiction, the front cover of this one is make-believe in that it credits only one person'. No matter the degree of
expertise or skills acknowledged, each indicated use of a person as a noted research source reinforces the richness and
importance of socially-based information sources by authors, reinforcing the metaphor of author as architect or foreman cited
above. This seems to dispel the myth of author as solitary figure, while reinforcing the idea that the author's research,
information, and writing practices occur in a wider, culturally-bound realm.

The strong presence of readers, at various stages of the process, further suggests that when looked at from an information
perspective, the relationship between readers and authors, expressed in Darnton's (1982, p. 68) 'communications circuit'
through a dotted line, may in fact prove more solid than when viewed, as Darnton did, from a publishing perspective. The
information perspective further renders the 'readers' category too narrow to reflect the range of people who act as
information sources, for these people can be identified as readers, non-readers, potential readers, or be named without any
reference to the readership. The 'allies and informants' category (Figure 1) is therefore necessary, even as it intersects with
the 'readers' category. Together, whether individually or collectively, these people contribute to the writing process; in so
doing, they form small and broad communities of support and knowledge, which may in turn be acknowledged as formal
groups, as lists of individuals, or both.

Based on the sample studied here, Darnton's model could then serve as a departure point for a representation of the
information and support system of authors (see Figure 1).
Indeed, through the writing process and as the authors either seek or discover new sources, a merging of the local and the global occurs. The public act of including a mention in the peritext makes the relationship public, placing it in the global sphere; yet the often personal, even intimate texture of the acknowledgement often brings the relationship, professional though it may be, in to a more private, local sphere.

This continuum is interesting in the light of the findings pertaining to libraries and information professionals. While some authors acknowledged the library (and some library staff), there really was very little discussion of the role of libraries in the sample. This seems to echo Darnton's (1982) positioning of libraries as a minor player in the book's communications circuit. The peritextual sample studied here reflects this by illustrating a cultural trend in which libraries are not worthy of mention in the documentation of the research process.

It may be that the lack of acknowledgments of libraries and informational professionals is a reflection of a cultural convention, anchored in a more widespread perception or in, perhaps, a societal information practice: the lack of necessity to acknowledge the assumed, perhaps even taken-for-granted resource that is the library; for the fact that libraries and librarians are not often mentioned in the sample does not reveal whether libraries are used or not; it only reveals that they are not acknowledged. A cultural shift may have to occur for information resources, professionals, and organizations to be acknowledged in paratextual utterances as significant to the production and dissemination of creative works, which are, of course, part of the very fabric of the libraries' collections. The presence of books in libraries' collections explains why, in the information model, the relationship between librarians and authors travels in both directions (see Figure 1). It further explains why librarians remain linked to readers, even though they are not included in that category, as they were in Darton's (1982) circuit.

Nevertheless, the question remains whether librarians are, in fact, used at all as information or support sources in the creative process, other than by providing infrastructure and dissemination services. This line of questioning can be expanded to ask whether or not the library (as an institution, ultimately) is assumed not to be a local resource, but is instead understood as a disembodied source that sits outside the creative process. From the common understanding of the library as ‘local’ (in terms of the physical space of the library branch or a resource that is easily accessed), this institution becomes ‘global’ in the peritext in that it remains at arm's length, its professionals not entering the intimate ‘circle’ that supports the creative process.
Writer-in-residence programmes may be the exception to that rule, providing a sustained type of support that combines
infrastructure, social interactions, and access to information services.

Libraries do also serve communities of users who happen to be the readership of authors, and who could, perhaps, offer
support to these writers at the creative stage. Libraries can encourage the formation of communities of exchanges, perhaps by
targeting user groups through certain activities: the authors themselves (through writing groups or writers' residencies) and
readers, both lay and expert (through author talks or works-in-progress workshops). The latter type of programme might
assist authors in making connections at the writing stage, creating communities that would then become local to these
authors. In so doing, libraries might claim a new role in the creative process of authors, which would allow for stronger
relationships in the information model proposed here.

The lack of importance given to libraries in the sample is also telling in comparison to the immense care and nuance brought
to the acknowledgements of the publishing staff. While thanks for accepting the work and bringing it into the realm of
cultural products is understandable and perhaps expected (although not all authors do it), it is the richness of the nature of the
relationship between authors and publishers that is the most striking, on both fronts: publishers are information providers as
expert book makers, but they are also support and knowledge providers in the creation process, thereby echoing the types of
help provided by other players. There is no reason to think that personal relationships with supportive undertones do not also
develop between authors and information professionals; however, within the sample, none was clearly acknowledged.

Further research, including the study of a broader sample, could help provide potential avenues regarding the question of
support-as-information. A quantitative study would also prove beneficial in establishing trends in a more statistical sense,
especially in terms of the relationship between professions and types of help provided, or across genres, readership,
languages, etc. Given the findings, a combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses of a targeted sample would likely
prove fruitful. Furthermore, it would be interesting to compare the acknowledgment peritext included in the book itself with
any form of acknowledgement epitext created by the direct, online exchanges between authors and their community of
followers, critics, or readers.

**Conclusion**

There is a strong focus in the acknowledgment peritext on persons as information and support resources, regardless of
whether these persons were known prior to the writing process or encountered during this process. Various individuals,
communities, and publishers provide information, and this information differs, along with its context. Librarians are rarely
mentioned. Gratitude towards those who provide moral and emotional support throughout the writing process becomes
intertwined with thanks given for help in information-seeking. Authors thank people for contributing their skills, knowledge,
experience, expertise, and support, and for providing them with inspiration or comments on their work. Communities can
exist as formal groups or be created as authors bring individuals together as part of their information-seeking and information
-sharing endeavours. An information model thereby emerges which can complement the study of the relationships identified

Whether or not one agrees that support is a form of information, it is clear from the sample studied here that support is a
form of contribution. This begs the question of whether information professionals can be contributors on that supportive
level. In fact, this question can be asked on two counts: first, can librarians and information professionals be a part of the
nurturing, supportive, personal relationships that seem to exist as an underlying, community-building factor for the
individuals that create cultural works? And second, what could these relationships entail?

The landscape of relationships presented in the acknowledgment peritext of the sixty-nine Canadian books studied creates a
sense that the information exchanges recorded in the paratext exist within a local-global continuum. This continuum brings
the local or personal realm of the author into the global scene, but also brings the global context back again into the author's
local realm. Indeed, the sample further consistently reveals that the interactions are or become personal, even intimate, in
nature. These personal interactions then gain or regain public status as their existence and nature become acknowledged in
the published peritext. The qualitative content analysis performed here shows how the more and more permeable boundaries
of the local and the global create an ebb and flow between these two spaces. In fact, judging by the findings, it becomes
apparent that the local-global continuum consists less of a linear progression than of a malleable rapport resembling a
Möbius strip, a continuous shape of fluid motion forever linking the local and the global through private connections and
public acknowledgements, through intimacy and community.

We can spend much time, in this digital age, reflecting on the community-building aspects of the online document as ‘fixed
and fluid’, to retain Brown and Duguid's (1996) expression of ‘interplay’; this is indeed a valuable exercise in which Gérard
Genette's (1997) concept of epitext could prove extremely useful. It is no less interesting, however, to see what communities
and relationships are built as or even before the document (here, the book) is created, as well as how these are linked to
information-seeking habits, behaviour and practices. The paratext, as defined by Genette in 1987 and claimed by many fields since, reveals much about these relationships. It may therefore hold the key to a renewed discussion about the potential roles of librarians as agents in new types of relationships with authors or as facilitators in the forming of supportive communities, both of which are roles which could lead to public acknowledgement in the paratext and thereby make information professionals more present, or perhaps simply more visible, on the Möbius strip.
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